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SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE AND METHOD OF 
PRODUCING THE SAME 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a semiconductor 
device such as CSP (Chip Scale Package) including copper 
(Cu) Wiring coated With barrier metal ?lm for preventing 
oxidation and corrosion during a processing operation, and 
a method of producing the semiconductor device and a 
method of producing the semiconductor device. More par 
ticularly, the present invention relates to a semiconductor 
device Which can improve the step coverage of the barrier 
metal ?lm With respect to the Cu Wiring or the like, and a 
method of producing the semiconductor device. 

[0002] One example of the CSP includes a semiconductor 
element formed on a substrate, and a lead-in Wiring for 
electrically connecting betWeen an outputting electrode of 
the semiconductor element and the external electrode. The 
semiconductor element includes a plurality of electrodes. A 
plurality of lead-in Wiring connected respectively With each 
electrode are provided Without being in contact With each 
other electrically. In order to provide the semiconductor 
element With a function of relaxing that the stress to be 
applied upon the external electrode is applied to the semi 
conductor element, the semiconductor element further 
includes at least one interlayer ?lm (referred to as insulation 
interlayer ?lm). The surface of the semiconductor element is 
covered With protective ?lms. 

[0003] As the lead-in Wiring, Cu Wiring is used because 
electrical characteristics thereof are superior. The Cu Wiring 
is necessary to be covered With barrier metal ?lms, because 
oxidation and corrosion are caused during all of the produc 
ing steps. 

[0004] FIG. 9 is a sectional vieW for explaining the Cu 
Wiring to be included in the conventional semiconductor 
device. In FIG. 9, reference numeral 1 denotes a ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm, reference numeral 2 Cu Wiring, reference 
numeral 3 a second barrier metal ?lm, reference numeral 5 
an interlayer ?lm, respectively. The interlayer ?lm 5 is 
formed on a substrate (not shoWn), so as to provide functions 
of insulation betWeen the lead-in Wirings, stress relaxation 
and alpha ray shielding against the semiconductor element. 
The silicon oxide Which is a material of the insulation 
interlayer ?lm to be included in the semiconductor element 
is preferably used as the interlayer ?lm 5 because the 
interlayer ?lm has proper insulation as the material of the 
interlayer ?lm 5 in terms of the insulation betWeen each 
lead-in Wirings. In order to relax the stress, polyimide resin 
is preferably used as the material of the interlayer ?lm 5. 

[0005] A method of producing the Cu Wiring of the 
conventional semiconductor device Will be described With 
reference to FIG. 9. The Cu Wiring is formed after the 
semiconductor element (not shoWn) has been formed. On a 
substrate Where the interlayer ?lm 5 has been formed on the 
surface thereof is ?lmed a titan ?lm serving as a ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm 1. The Cu ?lm serving as Cu Wiring 2 is ?lmed 
to form a predetermined shape of Cu Wiring 2 by a photo 
lithography art. The photolithography art includes a step of 
forming an etching mask by using, for example, photo-resist 
or the like on the predetermined region of the ?lm surfaces 
to be etched later, and a step of conducting the etching 
operation such as dry etching or Wet etching. Finally, a titan 
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(or titan nitride) ?lm serving as a second barrier metal ?lm 
3 is ?lmed. First barrier metal ?lm 1 and second barrier 
metal ?lm 3 of a predetermined shape are formed by the 
photo-lithography art. The second barrier metal ?lm 3 
covers the top face and side face of the surface of the Cu 
Wiring 2. By the above described conventional producing 
method, Cu Wiring covered With barrier metal ?lms com 
posed of the ?rst barrier metal ?lm and the second barrier 
metal ?lm can be formed. 

[0006] When the Cu Wiring has been formed by the 
conventional process (producing method), there arises a 
problem of a step coverage of the barrier metal ?lm With 
respect to the side Wall portion (side face) of the Cu Wiring. 
Namely, the second barrier ?lm becomes uneven in thick 
ness, because the side face of the Cu Wiring is vertical to the 
top face of the Cu Wiring. 

[0007] An object of the present invention is to provide a 
semiconductor device Which can improve the step coverage 
of the barrier metal ?lm With respect to lead-in Wiring such 
as Cu Wiring or the like, and a method of producing the 
semiconductor device. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] Asemiconductor device according to claim 1 of the 
present invention comprises a semiconductor element pro 
vided on a substrate, a lead-in Wiring electrically connected 
With an electrode of the semiconductor element, a barrier 
metal ?lm for covering the lead-in Wiring surface to protect 
the lead-in Wire. The section of the lead-in Wiring, Which is 
vertical to the lengthWise direction of the lead-in Wiring, is 
inversely trapeZoidal in shape. 

[0009] Furthermore, in a semiconductor device according 
to claim 2, the barrier metal ?lm comprises a ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm for covering a bottom face and a side face of the 
lead-in Wiring, and a second barrier metal ?lm for covering 
a top face of the lead-in Wiring. 

[0010] In a semiconductor device according to claim 3, a 
material of the ?rst barrier metal ?lm and a second barrier 
metal ?lm is one of titan, titan nitride and tungsten. 

[0011] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 4 of the present invention comprises 
steps of: providing a semiconductor element on a sub 
strate; and (ii) providing on the substrate a lead-in Wiring 
electrically connected With an electrode of the semiconduc 
tor element and having a surface covered With a ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm and a second barrier metal ?lm. The second step 
comprises steps of forming a casting ?lm having an 
inversely trapeZoidal groove, composed of a material of an 
insulating interlayer ?lm included in the semiconductor 
element or a material for protective ?lm for covering the 
surfaces of the semiconductor element; providing a ?rst 
barrier metal ?lm on the groove surface of the casting ?lm; 
providing the lead-in Wiring Within the groove of the casting 
?lm through the ?rst barrier metal ?lm; and providing a 
second barrier metal ?lm on the top face of the lead-in 
Wiring. The section of the lead-in Wiring, Which is vertical 
With respect to the lengthWise direction of the lead-in Wiring, 
is inversely trapeZoidal in shape. 

[0012] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 5, a material of the insulating interlayer 
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?lm included in the semiconductor element is one of silicon 
oxide, silicon nitride, polyimide resin and epoxy resin. 

[0013] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 6, a material of the insulating interlayer 
?lm included in the semiconductor element is polyimide 
resin. 

[0014] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 7, a material for the protective ?lm for 
covering the surface of the semiconductor element is one of 
polyimide resin, silicon oxide, silicon nitride, and epoxy 
resin. 

[0015] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 8, a material for the protective ?lm for 
covering the surface of the semiconductor element is silicon 
nitride. 

[0016] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 9 the present invention comprises: a ?rst 
step of providing a semiconductor element on a substrate; 
and a second step of providing on the substrate a lead-in 
Wiring electrically connected With an electrode of the semi 
conductor element and having a surface covered With a ?rst 
barrier metal ?lm and a second barrier metal ?lm. The 
second step comprises steps of: providing a ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm on the substrate; providing a metal ?lm, one 
portion of Which include the lead-in Wiring later, on the ?rst 
barrier metal ?lm; providing a ?rst etching mask in a region 
Which becomes the lead-in Wiring of the metal ?lm, and 
providing a second etching mask of Which adhesion force 
With respect to the metal ?lm is Weaker than that betWeen the 
?rst etching mask and the metal ?lm, in a region serving as 
the surrounding portion of the lead-in Wiring of the metal 
?lm; forming the lead-in Wiring by etching the metal ?lm; 
removing the ?rst etching mask and the second etching 
mask; and forming a second barrier metal ?lm on the surface 
Where the lead-in Wiring has been exposed. The section of 
the lead-in Wiring, Which is vertical With respect to the 
lengthWise direction of the lead-in Wiring, is trapeZoidal in 
shape. 
[0017] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 10, a material for the ?rst etching mask 
is different from a material for the second etching mask. 

[0018] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 11 uses a chemical treatment to Weaken 
the adhesion force betWeen the second etching mask and the 
metal ?lm loWer than that betWeen the ?rst etching mask and 
the metal ?lm. 

[0019] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 12 is the chemical treatment for remov 
ing at least the second etching mask from the metal ?lm. 

[0020] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 13, the optical radiation in providing the 
?rst etching mask is different from that in providing the 
second etching mask. 

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] FIG. 1 is a sectional vieW for illustrating one 
embodiment of a semiconductor device of the present inven 
tion; 
[0022] FIGS. 2(a) to 2(c) are sectional vieWs for illustrat 
ing one embodiment of a method of producing a semicon 
ductor device of the invention; 
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[0023] FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b) are sectional vieWs for illus 
trating one embodiment of a method of producing of a 
semiconductor device of the invention; 

[0024] FIGS. 4(a) and 4(c) are sectional vieWs for illus 
trating a modi?ed example in one embodiment of a method 
of producing of a semiconductor device of the invention; 

[0025] FIGS. 5(a) to 5(c) are sectional vieWs for illustrat 
ing a modi?ed example in one embodiment of a method of 
producing of a semiconductor device of the invention; 

[0026] FIG. 6 is a sectional vieW for illustrating an 
application example in one embodiment of a method of 
producing of a semiconductor device of the invention; 

[0027] FIG. 7 is a sectional vieW for illustrating another 
embodiment of a semiconductor device of the invention; 

[0028] FIGS. 8(a) to 8(6) are sectional vieWs for illustrat 
ing one embodiment of a method of producing a semicon 
ductor device of the invention; and 

[0029] FIG. 9 is a sectional vieW for illustrating Cu Wiring 
included in the conventional semiconductor device. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0030] Then, a semiconductor of the invention and a 
method of producing the semiconductor Will be described. 

Embodiment 1 

[0031] Embodiment 1 of a semiconductor device and the 
semiconductor device producing method of this invention 
Will be described With reference to the draWings. 

[0032] FIG. 1 is a sectional illustrating vieW shoWing one 
embodiment of the semiconductor device of this invention. 
FIG. 1 shoWs only the Cu Wiring 2 and its surrounding 
portion of the semiconductor device, the vertical section 
With respect to the length direction of the Cu Wiring 2. In 
FIG. 1, reference numeral 1 is a ?rst barrier metal ?lm, 
reference numeral 2 is Cu Wiring, reference numeral 3 is a 
second barrier metal ?lm, reference numeral 4 is a ?lm for 
casting (a casting ?lm) reference numeral 5 is an interlayer 
?lm. The Cu Wiring 2 is one example of the lead-in Wiring 
electrically connected betWeen the electrode of the semi 
conductor element and the external electrode of the semi 
conductor device. The ?rst barrier metal ?lm 1 and the 
second barrier metal ?lm 3 are provided to prevent the Cu 
Wiring 2 from being oxidiZed and corroded during all of the 
producing steps. The casting ?lm 4 is composed of a 
material of the insulating interlayer ?lm included in the 
semiconductor element and a protective ?lm for covering 
the semiconductor element surface, and has an inversely 
trapeZoidal groove, having a reversibly trapeZoidal groove. 
In Embodiment 1, polyimide resin is used as a material of 
the casting ?lm 4, and a polyimide ?lm serving as a casting 
?lm 4 later is formed on the interlayer ?lm 5. 

[0033] In Embodiment 1 is provided, as shoWn in FIG. 1, 
an inversely trapeZoidal groove (in FIG. 1, there is shoWn a 
taper-shaped opening, Width of Which increases as depth D1 
decreases.). By providing the Cu Wiring 2 along the shape of 
the groove of the casting ?lm 4 is formed Cu Wiring 2 Where 
the section vertical to the lengthWise direction of the Cu 
Wiring 2 is inversely trapeZoidal. 
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[0034] One embodiment of a method of producing a 
semiconductor device of this invention Will be described. 
FIGS. 2(a) to 2(c) and FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b) indicate a 
sectional illustrating vieW shoWing one embodiment of a 
method of producing the semiconductor device of the inven 
tion. Referring to FIGS. 2(a) to 2(c) and FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b), 
the same reference numerals are used in the same portions 
as those of FIG. 1. 

[0035] Apolyimide ?lm is formed on the interlayer ?lm 5. 
A groove Which is reversibly trapeZoidal in the sectional 
shape vertical to the lengthWise direction of the Cu Wiring 2 
is provided in the polyimide ?lm, so as to obtain a casting 
?lm 4 (see FIG. 2(a)). On the surface of the casting ?lm 4 
is provided a titan ?lm 1a (see FIG. 2(b)) serving as a ?rst 
barrier metal ?lm later. A photo mask 7 is formed on a 
portion provided except for the groove surface of the casting 
?lm 4 of the titan ?lm 1a and the Cu Wiring 2 is formed (see 
FIG. 2(c)) Within the groove of the casting ?lm 4. As a 
method of forming the Cu Wiring 2 is used a plating method. 
As the plating method can be used an electroplating method 
or a electroless plating method. 

[0036] In FIGS. 2(a) to 2(c), the Cu Wiring 2 is formed by 
using the electroplating method. As one example of the 
electroplating method is a method of using copper sulfate 
plating liquid. The Cu Wiring 2 of 3.7 pm in thickness 
(distance from the surface of titan ?lm 1a measured in 
parallel to the depth direction of the groove of the casting 
?lm 4 to the surface of the Cu Wiring 2 is approximately 
equal) in terms of treating conditions Where the treating 
temperature is 25° C., the current density is 0.6 A/dm2 and 
the treating time is 35 minutes. 

[0037] Titan (or titan nitride) ?lm 3a serving as a second 
barrier metal ?lm later is provided (see FIG. 3(a)) is 
provided on the surface of the titan ?lm 1a and the Cu Wiring 
2. Finally, after the photo mask 7 has been formed on the 
groove of the casting ?lm 4 and its surrounding portion of 
the titan (or titan nitride) ?lm 3a, the unnecessary portion of 
the titan ?lm 1a and the titan (or titan nitride) ?lm 3a are 
removed, further the photo-mask is removed, so as to obtain 
the ?rst barrier metal ?lm 1 and the second barrier metal ?lm 
3 (see FIG. 3(b)). 

[0038] The groove of the reversibly trapeZoidal shape in 
section to be formed in the polyimide ?lm can be easily 
obtained by the photo-lithography art of the polyimide resin 
and the thermal hardening treatment after the developing. In 
order to form the groove, the shrinkage of the polyimide ?lm 
surface by thermal hardening caused mainly at the heating 
time is used. 

[0039] In this embodiment, the casting ?lm 4 is formed by 
using polyimide ?lm, and can be formed by using, for 
example, epoxy resin ?lm. An inorganic material such as 
silicon oxide and silicon nitride can be used. When the 
inorganic material is used, an isotropic etching operation has 
only to be conducted in forming the groove by using the 
photo-lithography art. 

[0040] In a producing method described by using FIG. 
2(a) to 2(c) and FIGS. 3(a) and 3(b), the Cu Wiring 2 is 
formed by the electrolytic plating method. The Cu Wiring 2 
can be formed by using the electroless plating method, 
instead of the electroplating method. FIGS. 4(a) to 4(c) and 
FIGS. 5(a) to 5(c) are sectional illustrating vieWs each 
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shoWing the modi?ed example in one embodiment of the 
method of producing the semiconductor device of this 
invention. Referring to FIGS. 4(a) to 4(c) and FIGS. 5(a) to 
5(c), the same reference numerals are used in the same 
portions as those of FIGS. 2(a) to 2(c) and FIGS. 3(a) and 
3(b). 
[0041] To the step of providing the titan ?lm 1a serving as 
the ?rst barrier metal ?lm later, on the surface of the casting 
?lm 4 is the same as that of the above producing method (see 
FIG. 4(a)). After the photo mask 7 has been formed on the 
groove and its surrounding portion of the casting ?lm 4 by 
using the photolithography art, the unnecessary portion of 
the titan ?lm 1a is removed, further the photo-mask is 
removed, so as to obtain the ?rst barrier metal ?lm 1 (see 
FIG. 4(b)). The Cu ?lm 2a serving as Cu Wiring later is 
formed by the electroless plating method on the surface of 
the ?rst barrier metal ?lm 1 (see FIG. 4 As one example 
of the electroless plating method is used plating liquid by 
using EDTA as chelate agent. The Cu ?lm 2a of 2 pm in 
thickness is obtained under treatment condition of 50° C. for 
30 minutes. 

[0042] An excessively formed portion of the Cu ?lm 2a is 
subjected to etch back, so as to obtain the Cu Wiring 2 (see 
FIG. 5(a)). Titan (or titan nitride) ?lm 3a serving as a 
second barrier metal ?lm later is formed, on the ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm 1 and on the surface of the Cu Wiring 2. A photo 
mask 7 is formed (see FIG. 5(b)) on the groove and its 
surrounding portion of the casting ?lm 4, of the titan (or titan 
nitride) ?lm 3a. Finally, the unnecessary portion of the titan 
(or titan nitride) ?lm 3a is removed and the photo-mask 7 is 
removed, so as to obtain the second barrier metal ?lm 3. 

[0043] According to this embodiment, the Cu Wiring 
Where the shape of the section vertical to the lengthWise 
direction of the Cu Wiring is reversibly trapeZoidal can be 
obtained, so that the step coverage of the barrier metal ?lm 
With respect to the Cu Wiring can be improved. 

[0044] In this embodiment, a polyimide resin can be used 
as a material of the casting ?lm 4, but the embodiment is not 
restricted to it. The same effect can be obtained even in a 
case Where the material of the insulating interlayer ?lm to be 
included in the semiconductor element or the other material 
of the protective ?lm for covering the semiconductor ele 
ment surface is used. As the material of the insulating 
interlayer material to be included in the semiconductor 
element is silicon oxide, silicon nitride or epoxy resin. The 
polyimide ?lm is especially preferable in that the stress can 
be relaxed, the value of the desired dielectric constant is 
provided, and the shielding effect of the alpha ray can be 
obtained. As the other material of the protective ?lm of 
covering the semiconductor element surface is a silicon 
oxide, silicon nitride or epoxy resin. The silicon nitride of 
these materials is especially preferable, because a groove 
reversibly trapeZoidal in section by an isotropic etching 
operation through a Wet etching operation easily by applying 
the titan nitride ?lm as a cover metal on the A1 pattern such 
as A1 electrode. 

[0045] The example of one embodiment in the method of 
producing the semiconductor device of this invention Will be 
described With reference to the draWings. 

[0046] FIG. 6 is a sectional illustrating vieW shoWing the 
application example of one embodiment of the method of 
producing the semiconductor device of this invention. 
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[0047] Referring to FIG. 6, the same reference numerals 
are used in the same portions as those of FIG. 1. Reference 
numeral 6 is an A1 electrode serving as an outputting 
electrode, reference numeral 10 is a silicon substrate. The 
interlayer ?lm 5, the A1 electrode 6 and the silicon substrate 
10 in FIG. 6 include one portion of the semiconductor 
element. 

[0048] FIG. 6 shoWs a ?rst Cu Wiring 2a and a second Cu 
Wiring 2b formed across tWo interlayers. In the present 
example, a ?rst Cu Wiring 2a is formed by using a method 
shoWn in FIG. 1 through FIGS. 5(a) to 5(c) after forming the 
?rst Cu Wiring groove in the ?rst casting ?lm 4a using the 
?rst Cu Wiring 2a and the second Cu Wiring 2b. 

[0049] Similarly a second casting ?lm 4b is formed on the 
?rst casting ?lm 4a by using a method shoWn in FIG. 1 
through 5 to form the second Cu Wiring 2b across the second 
casting ?lm 4b from the ?rst casting ?lm 4a. The second 
barrier metal ?lm 3 for the ?rst Cu Wiring 2a and the ?rst 
barrier metal 1 for the second Cu Wiring 2b are ?lmed at the 
same time. 

Embodiment 2 

[0050] The embodiment 2 of the semiconductor device 
and the method of producing the semiconductor device Will 
be described With reference to the draWings. 

[0051] FIG. 7 is a sectional vieW shoWing other embodi 
ment of the semiconductor device of this invention. FIG. 7 
shoWs only the Cu Wiring and its surrounding portion of the 
semiconductor device, and a section vertical to the length 
Wise direction of the Cu Wiring. In FIG. 7, the same 
reference numerals are used in the same portions as those of 
FIG. 1. In the present embodiment, Cu Wiring Which is 
reversibly trapeZoidal in the sectional shape vertical to the 
lengthWise direction of the Cu Wiring is formed by using tWo 
types of photo-masks in the etching operation for forming 
the Cu Wiring 2. The ?rst barrier metal ?lm 1 covers the 
bottom face of the Cu Wiring and the second barrier metal 
?lm 3 covers the top face of the side face of the Cu Wiring. 
Polyimide resin is used as a material of the casting ?lm 4. 

[0052] Then, Embodiment 2 of the method of producing 
the semiconductor device of this invention Will be described. 
FIGS. 8(a) to 8(6) are sectional vieWs shoWing one embodi 
ment of the method of producing the semiconductor device 
of this invention. In FIGS. 8(a) to 8(6), the same reference 
numerals are used in the same potions as those of FIG. 7. 

[0053] On the surface of the interlayer ?lm 5 are formed 
a titan ?lm 1a serving as a ?rst barrier metal ?lm later and 
a Cu ?lm 2a, a metal ?lm, serving as Cu Wiring later. A?rst 
etching mask 8 is provided in a region serving as Cu Wiring 
of the Cu Wiring 2a, and a second etching mask 9 is provided 
(see FIG. 8(a)) in the region serving as the surrounding 
portion of the Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm 2a. The adhesion 
force betWeen the second etching mask 9 and the Cu ?lm 2a 
is Weaker than the adhesion force betWeen the ?rst etching 
mask 8 and the Cu ?lm 2a. In the present embodiment, the 
material of the ?rst etching mask 8 is different from the 
material of the second etching mask 9. 

[0054] Then, the Cu ?lm 2a is etched. As the adhesion 
force betWeen the second etching mask 9 and the Cu ?lm 2a 
is Weak, a portion Where the surface is covered by the second 
etching mask 9, of the Cu ?lm 2a is gradually etched, so as 
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to obtain the predetermined shape of Cu Wiring 2 (FIG. 8(b), 
FIG. 8(c), and FIG. After the removing the ?rst 
etching mask and the second etching mask, a titan ?lm 1a 
and a titan (or titan nitride) ?lm 3a serving as the second 
barrier metal ?lm later are formed (see FIG. 8(6)) on the 
surface of the Cu Wiring 2. Finally, the unnecessary portion 
of the titan ?lm 1a and the titan (or titan nitride) ?lm 3a are 
removed by the photo-lithography art, so as to obtain the 
?rst barrier metal ?lm 1 and the second barrier metal ?lm 3. 

[0055] In the producing method described by using FIG. 
8, the material of the ?rst etching mask is made of material 
different from that of the second etching mask to form tWo 
types of photo-masks. By making the conditions different 
partially in the forming the etching mask by using the same 
material, tWo types of photo-masks can be formed. 

[0056] As the modi?ed example 1 of Embodiment 2 of the 
method of producing the semiconductor device of this 
invention is illustrated a case for forming tWo types of 
photo-masks by using the chemical treatment. In the modi 
?ed example, one etching mask is formed of the same 
material and the etching mask of a portion in contact With 
the Cu ?lm of a region serving as the surrounding portion of 
the Cu Wiring is removed from the Cu ?lm in forming the 
?rst etching mask and the second etching mask. Namely, a 
portion, removed from the Cu ?lm, of one etching mask 
achieves the same function as that of the second etching 
mask, and the other portion achieves the same function as 
that of the ?rst etching mask. Achemical treatment operation 
is used to peel the one portion of the etching mask from the 
Cu ?lm. For example, as one example of the chemical 
treatment Where the material of the etching mask is cycliZa 
tion rubber negative resist is treatment for removing one 
portion of the etching mask from the Cu ?lm With alkali 
solution. 

[0057] As the modi?ed example of Embodiment 2 of the 
method of producing semiconductor device of this invention 
Will be described a case Where tWo types of photo-masks are 
formed by changing the optical irradiation in providing the 
etching mask. In this modi?ed example, the optical irradia 
tion different respectively is applied upon the resist formed 
in a region serving as the Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm surface, 
and the resist formed in a region serving as the surrounding 
portion of the Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm surface, of the resists. 

[0058] For example, time for optical irradiation With 
respect to the resist in contact With the region serving as the 
Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm surface is made longer suf?ciently, 
and the time for optical irradiation With respect to the resist 
in contact With a region Which becomes the surrounding 
portion of the Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm surface is made 
shorter. As a result, a ?rst etching mask is provided in a 
region serving as the Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm surface, and 
a second etching mask is provided in a region serving as a 
surrounding portion of the Cu Wiring of the Cu ?lm surface. 
In order to change the characteristics by a region Within the 
same resist, optical irradiation can be applied upon a par 
ticular region of the resist. For example, a photo-mask Which 
is made of the same material and achieves an either function 
of tWo types of photo-masks in the region by irradiation of 
Deep UV (ultraviolet rays of 220 through 300 nm in 
Wave-length) or infrared rays With respect to resists in 
contact With the region serving as the Cu Wiring of the Cu 
?lm surface. 
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[0059] In order to change the optical irradiation condi 
tions, the time for optical irradiation and the optical Wave 
length can be changed, and further tWo types of materials 
and/or chemical treatment can be used. 

[0060] According to this embodiment, the Cu Wiring 
Which is trapeZoidal in section vertical to the lengthWise 
direction of the Cu Wiring by the etching operation of the Cu 
?lm using tWo types of etching masks different mutually in 
the adhesion force With respect to the Cu ?lm can be 
obtained. The step coverage of the barrier metal ?lm With 
respect to the Cu Wiring can be improved. 

[0061] In the above described Embodiments 1 and 2, titan 
(titan nitride) is used as a material of the ?rst barrier metal 
?lm and the second barrier metal ?lm. The material is not 
limited to titan. The same effect can be obtained even in a 
case Where tungsten or chrome is used. 

[0062] A semiconductor device described in claim 1 
according to this invention comprises a semiconductor ele 
ment provided on a substrate, a lead-in Wiring electrically 
connected With the electrode of the semiconductor element, 
a barrier metal ?lm for covering the lead-in Wiring surface 
for protecting the lead-in Wire. The section of the lead-in 
Wiring is inversely trapeZoidal in shape Which is vertical 
With respect to the length direction of the lead-in Wiring, so 
as to improve the step coverage of the barrier metal ?lm With 
respect to the lead-in Wiring. 

[0063] Furthermore, a semiconductor device according to 
claim 2 comprises a ?rst barrier metal ?lm for covering the 
bottom face and the side face of the lead-in Wiring and a 
second barrier metal ?lm for covering the top face of the 
lead-in Wiring, so as to prevent the oxidation and corrosion 
of the lead-in Wiring during the processing operation. 

[0064] In a semiconductor according to claim 3, a material 
of the ?rst barrier metal ?lm and a second barrier metal ?lm 
is one of titan, titan nitride, tungsten and chrome, so as to 
obtain superior adherence, resistance against the surface 
oxidation, and prevention (function as the barrier metal) of 
diffusion into the A1 electrode of the Cu atom. 

[0065] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 4 of this invention comprises a ?rst 
process of providing a semiconductor element on a sub 
strate, and a second process of providing on the substrate the 
lead-in Wiring electrically connected With the electrode of 
the semiconductor element and having the surface covered 
With the ?rst barrier metal ?lm and the second barrier metal 
?lm. The second process is composed of a material of the 
insulation interlayer ?lm included in the semiconductor 
element or a protective material for covering the surfaces of 
the semiconductor element, comprising a process of forming 
a casting ?lm having the reversibly trapeZoidal groove, a 
process of providing a ?rst barrier metal ?lm on the surface 
of the casting ?lm, a process of providing the lead-in Wiring 
Within the groove of the casting ?lm through the ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm, and a process of providing the second barrier ?lm 
on the top face of the lead-in Wiring. The section of the 
lead-in Wiring is inversely trapeZoidal in shape Which is 
vertical With respect to the length direction of the lead-in 
Wiring, so as to improve the step coverage of the barrier 
metal ?lm With respect to the lead-in Wiring. 

[0066] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 5, a material of the insulating interlayer 
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?lm included in the semiconductor element is one of silicon 
oxide, silicon nitride, polyimide resin and epoxide resin. The 
Wiring can be formed for general use by directly embedding 
the Wiring into the semiconductor element (in a case of 
silicon oxide and silicon nitride), and forming a casting ?lm 
made of polyimide resin or epoxy resin on the semiconduc 
tor element. 

[0067] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 6, a material of the insulating interlayer 
?lm included in the semiconductor element is polyimide 
resin, so that the stress can be relaxed, and the thickness of 
the Cu Wiring (or casting ?lm) by the small restriction 
caused by the requirement of the shielding of the (ray. 

[0068] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 7, a material of the protective ?lm for 
covering the surface of the semiconductor element is one of 
polyimide resin, silicon oxide, silicon nitride, and epoxide 
resin, so as to easily obtain an insulating ?lm (insulation 
interlayer ?lm) as a superior coverage ?lm. 

[0069] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 8, a material of the protective ?lm for 
covering the surface of the semiconductor element is silicon 
nitride, so as to obtain the reversibly trapeZoidal groove in 
section easily by an isotropic etching operation through Wet 
etching With application of the titan nitride ?lm as a cover 
metal on the A1 pattern such as A1 electrode or the like. 

[0070] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 9 of this invention comprises a ?rst 
process of providing a semiconductor element on a sub 
strate, and a second process of providing on the substrate the 
lead-in Wiring electrically connected With the electrode of 
the semiconductor element and having the surface covered 
With the ?rst barrier metal ?lm and the second barrier metal 
?lm. The second process comprises a process of providing 
a ?rst barrier metal ?lm on the substrate, a process of a metal 
?lm Whose one portion composes the lead-in Wiring later on 
the ?rst barrier metal ?lm, a process of providing a ?rst 
etching mask in a region Which becomes lead-in Wiring of 
the metal ?lm, and providing a second etching mask Where 
the adherence force With respect to the metal ?lm is Weaker 
than that betWeen the ?rst etching mask and the metal ?lm 
in a region Which becomes the surrounding portion of the 
lead-in Wiring of the metal ?lm, a process of forming the 
lead-in Wiring, etching the metal ?lm, a process of removing 
the ?rst etching mask and the second etching mask, and a 
process of forming a second barrier metal ?lm on the surface 
Where the lead-in Wiring is exposed. The section of the 
lead-in is reversibly trapeZoidal in shape Which is vertical 
With respect to the length direction of the lead-in Wiring, so 
as to improve the step coverage of the barrier metal ?lm With 
respect to the lead-in Wiring. 

[0071] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 10, the material of the ?rst etching mask 
is different from the material of the second etching mask, so 
as to easily make the adherence force betWeen the ?rst 
etching mask and the metal ?lm strong stronger than the 
adherence force betWeen the second etching mask and the 
metal ?lm. 

[0072] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 11 uses a chemical treatment to Weaken 
the adherence force betWeen the second etching mass and 
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the metal ?lm Weaker than that between the ?rst etching 
mass and the metal ?lm, so as to form the ?rst etching mask 
and the second etching mask With one material. 

[0073] A method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 12 is chemical treatment for peeling off 
at least one portion of the second etching mask from the 
metal ?lm, so as to easily make the adherence force betWeen 
the second etching mask and the metal ?lm Weaker than the 
adherence betWeen the ?rst etching mask and the metal ?lm. 

[0074] In a method of producing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 13, optical radiation in providing the ?rst 
etching mask is different from that in providing the second 
etching mask, so as to form the ?rst etching mask and the 
second etching mask With one material. 

[0075] It should be understood that the apparatus and 
methods Which have been shoWn and described herein are 
illustrative of the invention and are not intended to be 
limitative thereof. Clearly, those skilled in the art may 
conceive of variations or modi?cations to the invention. 
HoWever, any such variations or modi?cations Which falls 
Within the purvieW of this description are intended to be 
included therein as Well. Those scope of the invention is 
limited only by the claims appended hereto. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A semiconductor device comprising a semiconductor 

element provided on a substrate, a lead-in Wiring electrically 
provided on a substrate, a lead-in Wiring electrically con 
nected With an electrode of the semiconductor element, a 
barrier metal ?lm for covering the lead-in Wiring surface to 
protect the lead-in Wiring, Wherein the section of the lead-in 
Wiring, Which is vertial to the lengthWise direction of the 
lead-in Wiring, is inversely trapeZoidal in shape. 

2. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein the 
barrier metal ?lm comprises a ?rst barrier metal ?lm for 
covering a bottom face and a side face of the lead-in Wiring 
and a second barrier metal ?lm for covering a top face of the 
lead-in Wiring. 

3. The semiconductor device of claim 1, Wherein a 
material of the ?rst barrier metal ?lm and a second barrier 
metal ?lm is one of titan, titan nitride and tungsten. 

4. A method of producing a semiconductor device com 
prising steps: 

(i) providing a semiconductor element on a substrate; and 

(ii) providing on the substrate a lead-in Wiring electrically 
connected With an electrode of the semiconductor ele 
ment and having a surface covered With the ?rst barrier 
metal ?lm and the second barrier metal ?lm; 

Wherein the step (ii) includes steps of; 

forming a casting ?lm having an inversely trapeZoidal 
groove, said casting ?lm being composed of a material 
of an insulating interlayer ?lm included in the semi 
conductor element or a material for protective ?lm for 
covering the surfaces of the semiconductor element; 

providing a ?rst barrier metal ?lm on the groove surface 
of the casting ?lm; 

providing the lead-in Wiring Within the groove of the 
casting ?lm through the ?rst barrier metal ?lm; and 

providing a second barrier metal ?lm on the top face of 
the lead-in Wiring; 
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Wherein the section of the lead-in Wiring, Which is vertical 
With respect to the lengthWise direction of the lead-in 
Wiring, is inversely trapeZoidal in shape. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein a material of the 
insulating interlayer ?lm included in the semiconductor 
element is one of silicon oXide, silicon nitride, polyimide 
resin and epoXy resin. 

6. The method of claim 5, Wherein a material of the 
insulating interlayer ?lm included in the semiconductor 
element is polyimide resin. 

7. The method of claim 4, Wherein a material for the 
protective ?lm for covering the surface of the semiconductor 
element is one of polyimide resin, silicon oxide, silicon 
nitride and epoXy resin. 

8. The method of claim 7, Wherein a material for the 
protective ?lm for covering the surface of the semiconductor 
element is silicon nitride. 

9. A method of producing a semiconductor device com 
prising: 

a ?rst step of providing a semiconductor element on a 

substrate; and 

a second step of providing on the substrate a lead-in 
Wiring electrically connected With an electrode of the 
semiconductor element and having a surface covered 
With a ?rst barrier metal ?lm and a second barrier metal 

?lm; 
Wherein the second step includes steps: 

providing a ?rst barrier metal ?lm on the substrate, 

providing a metal ?lm, one portion of Which includes the 
lead-in Wiring later on the ?rst barrier metal ?lm; 

providing a ?rst etching mask in a region Which becomes 
the lead-in Wiring of the metal ?lm, and providing a 
second etching mask of Which adhesion force With 
respect to the metal ?lm is Weaker than that betWeen the 
?rst etching mask and the metal ?lm, in a region 
serving as the surrounding potion of the lead-in Wiring 
of the metal ?lm, 

forming the lead-in Wiring, by etching the metal ?lm 
removing the ?rst etching mask and the second etching 
mask; and 

forming a second barrier metal ?lm on the surface Where 
the lead-in Wiring has been eXposed, Wherein the sec 
tion of the lead-in Wiring is trapeZoidal in shape Which 
is vertical With respect to the length direction of the 
lead-in Wiring. 

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein a material for the ?rst 
etching mask is different from a material for the second 
etching mask. 

11. The method of claim 9, Wherein a chemical treatment 
to Weaken the adhesion force betWeen the second etching 
mask and the metal ?lm loWer than that betWeen the ?rst 
etching mask and the metal ?lm is used. 

12. The method of claim 11, Wherein the chemical treat 
ment is a process for removing at least the second etching 
mask from the metak ?lm. 

13. The method of claim 9, Wherein the optical radiation 
in providing the ?rst etching mask is different from that in 
providing the second etching mask. 


